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ADAPTER

BACKGROUND

[0001] Over the years, various standards have been applied to permit

connection of peripheral devices (i.e., peripheral expansion boards) to a computer

mainboard. Peripheral expansion boards are available in a variety of form

factors. Some peripheral expansion boards feature small form factors applicable

to space constrained applications, such as notebook computers. Some

peripheral expansion board form factors are targeted at desktop computers

where more space is available to accommodate a larger form factor. A computer

may include one or more peripheral expansion slots configured to accommodate

a particular peripheral expansion board form factor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] For a detailed description of exemplary embodiments of the invention,

reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings in which:

[0003] Figure 1 shows an exemplary computer including an expansion slot

adapter in accordance with various embodiments;

[0004] Figure 2 shows an expansion slot adapter in accordance with various

embodiments;

[0005] Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a expansion slot adapter in

accordance with various embodiments;

[0006] Figure 4 shows a top view of an expansion slot adapter in accordance

with various embodiments;

[0007] Figure 5 shows a computer system that includes an expansion slot

adapter in accordance with various embodiments;



[0008] Figure 6 shows a top view of an expansion slot adapter in accordance

with various embodiments;

[0009] Figure 7 shows a computer system that includes an expansion slot

adapter in accordance with various embodiments; and

[0010] Figure 8 shows a flow diagram for a method using an expansion slot

adapter to access an obstructed expansion slot in accordance with various

embodiments.

NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

[0011] Certain terms are used throughout the following description and claims to

refer to particular system components. As one skilled in the art will appreciate,

computer companies may refer to a component by different names. This

document does not intend to distinguish between components that differ in name

but not function. In the following discussion and in the claims, the terms

"including" and "comprising" are used in an open-ended fashion, and thus should

be interpreted to mean "including, but not limited to... ." Also, the term "couple" or

"couples" is intended to mean either an indirect, direct, optical or wireless

electrical connection. Thus, if a first device couples to a second device, that

connection may be through a direct electrical connection, through an indirect

electrical connection via other devices and connections, through an optical

electrical connection, or through a wireless electrical connection.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] The following discussion is directed to various embodiments of the

invention. Although one or more of these embodiments may be preferred, the

embodiments disclosed should not be interpreted, or otherwise used, as limiting

the scope of the disclosure, including the claims. In addition, one skilled in the art

will understand that the following description has broad application, and the

discussion of any embodiment is meant only to be exemplary of that embodiment,

and not intended to intimate that the scope of the disclosure, including the claims,

is limited to that embodiment.

[0013] A computer system, for example a desktop computer, can include one or

more peripheral expansion slots. Each peripheral expansion slot includes a

connector through which signals of a peripheral expansion card "bus" are



provided to a connected peripheral expansion board. A peripheral expansion slot

may provide sufficient clearance to install a peripheral expansion board having a

form factor intended for use in a particular expansion slot.

[0014] Unfortunately, as the size of computer packaging shrinks the number of

useable peripheral expansion slots in a computer may also be reduced. In some

cases, a computer may include a peripheral expansion slot with an operable

electrical connection to the peripheral expansion bus, but obstructions may leave

the expansion slot with inadequate clearance to support an expansion card of the

form factor intended for use with the expansion slot connector. Embodiments of

the present disclosure allow use of space constrained expansion slots through an

adapter configured to mate with the expansion slot connecter. The adapter

provides for connection of a different form factor peripheral expansion card

outside the space restricted expansion slot. In some embodiments, an adapter

allows a PCI Express ("PCIe") mainboard expansion slot to accommodate a PCIe

Mini Card positioned outside the slot. Thus, embodiments allow for computer

expansion through use of peripheral expansion slots that would be otherwise

inaccessible.

[0015] Figure 1 shows an exemplary computer 100 that includes an expansion

slot adapter in accordance with various embodiments. The exemplary computer

100 includes a mainboard 102. The mainboard 102 includes various

components, for example, a processor 104, memory 106, and a chipset 108. The

processor executes program instructions provided from a computer readable

medium, such as memory 106. Embodiments of a processor can include

execution units (e.g., integer, fixed point, floating point, etc.), instruction decoders,

storage units (e.g., memory, registers, etc.), input/output sub-systems (e.g., bus

interfaces), peripherals (e.g., timers, interrupt controllers, direct memory access

controllers, etc.) and interconnecting buses.

[0016] The memory 106 provides data and program storage for the processor

104 and other computer 100 sub-systems. Exemplary memory technologies

include various types of semiconductor random access memory, such as,

dynamic random access memory, static random access memory, FLASH

memory, etc.



[0017] The chipset 108 interfaces the processor 102 to various other computer

100 sub-systems. The chipset 108 may, for example, provide a graphics sub

system interface, a mass storage interface, a memory 106 interface, and/or

another peripheral bus interface. In some embodiments of the chipset 108, the

chipset includes a northbhdge and southbhdge contained in one or more

packages. In some embodiments, the chipset 108 can be packaged with the

processor 102.

[0018] The chipset 108 can also provide a peripheral expansion card bus

interface. The computer 100 includes a number of expansion slots 130, 132,

134, i.e., areas within the computer 100 provided and/or reserved for installation

of an expansion card. Each expansion slot includes an expansion slot connector

110, 112, 114 configured to couple an expansion card to the mainboard 102. The

expansion slots 130, 132, 134 are internal to the computer 100, and accordingly

are internal to a case or housing that surrounds the various components (e.g.,

mainboard 102) of the computer 100. The expansion slot 130, 132, 134

associated with each expansion slot connector 110, 112, 114, may be considered

to extend horizontally from one edge of an expansion slot connector to the

corresponding edge of a neighboring expansion card connector as shown in

Figure 1, or equivalent distance. However, this convention is adopted only as a

matter of convenience, and in general, an expansion slot may extend only to

point that does not interfere with a neighboring expansion slot.

[0019] Each expansion slot connector 110, 112, 114 can be connected to the

chipset 108 by a set of conductors. The arrangement of the conductors depends

on the nature of the peripheral expansion bus. In embodiments of a PCIe

expansion bus, for example, each expansion slot connector 110, 112, 114 may

be connected to the chipset 108 by a different set of data conductors (i.e., a star

arrangement/switched architecture). In other types of expansion buses, the

expansion slot connectors 110, 112, 114 may be connected to a set of shared

data conductors (i.e., a parallel bus arrangement).

[0020] An expansion card 116 is installed in the expansion slot connector 110 .

The expansion card 116 may be, for example, a graphics adapter, a network

adapter, etc. Expansion cards may be provided in various standard form factors,



each form factor including board dimensions and connector types. For example,

PCIe expansion cards configured for use in desktop computers may include card

edge contacts for mating with a vertical PCIe connector 110 (e.g., Tyco

Electronics, 1-1 612163-1 ) . The expansion slot 130 corresponding to expansion

connector 110 provides adequate clearance to install the expansion card 116.

[0021] The expansion slots 132, 134 are obstructed expansion slots.

Obstructed expansion slots do not provide adequate clearance to install a

standard form factor expansion card, such as the expansion card 116 due to

interference from/with other computer 100 components. For example, in the

obstructed expansion slots 132, 134, an obstruction 118, which may be a

computer power supply, mass storage device bay, etc., prevents installation of an

expansion card generally dimensioned (e.g., expansion card 116) for use with the

expansion slot connectors 112, 114.

[0022] The computer 100 includes an adapter that enables use of an obstructed

expansion slot 132, 134. The adapter includes an adapter hserboard printed

circuit board ("PCB") 120, installed in the expansion slot connector 112, and an

adapter daughterboard PCB 124. The adapter daughterboard 124 can be placed

in the computer 100 at a location outside of the obstructed expansion slot 132,

where space is available to install the daughterboard 124. In at least some

embodiments, the adapter daughterboard 124 is configured to mate with a

reduced form factor expansion card 126, for example, a PCIe Mini Card. The

PCIe Mini Card 126 advantageously incorporates the same PCIe electrical

interface as a larger form factor PCIe expansion card (e.g., 116), therefore, no

electrical or protocol format conversion is necessary between the expansion slot

connector 112 and the PCIe Mini Card 126. Moreover, the smaller size of the

PCIe Mini Card 126 (51x30 millimeters) increases flexibility in positioning the

daughterboard 124. By including the expansion slot adapter, embodiments of the

computer 100 are able to make use of the expansions slots 132, 134 to provide

extended functionality through peripheral expansion cards.

[0023] Figure 2 shows an expansion slot adapter 200 in accordance with

various embodiments. The adapter includes an adapter hserboard PCB 120, an

adapter daughterboard PCB 124, and a set of conductors (e.g., a cable 222) that



electrically connects the hserboard 120 and the daughterboard 124.

Embodiments of the hserboard 120 can be configured to avoid and obstruction,

for example, to reduce the clearance required above the expansion slot

connector 112 . In some embodiments, for example, the riserboard 120 may

require a clearance of one centimeter or less above the expansion slot connector

112 . The riserboard 120 includes a connector (e.g., the board edge contacts

234) configured to mate with the expansion slot connector 112, thus allowing

peripheral bus signal exchange with the mainboard 102. Some embodiments of

the riserboard 120 also includes a connector 228 configured to mate with a

corresponding connector 238 of the cable 222. At least some embodiments of

the riserboard 120 include driver and/or receiver circuitry 232 configured to

regenerate expansion bus signals destined for and/or received from the

daughterboard 124.

[0024] An embodiment of the daughterboard 124 includes a connector 224

configured to mate with a corresponding connector 236 of the expansion card

(e.g., PCIe Mini Card 126 including 52 contacts). The PCIe Mini Card 126 is

relatively small (i.e., 30x51 millimeters) allowing the daughterboard 124 to be

located in a correspondingly small area of the computer 100 chassis.

Embodiments need not use or even transfer between the riserboard 120 and the

daughterboard 124 all of the signals specified for the PCIe Mini Card connector

236. For example, some embodiments may provide only one PCIe lane and

power. Some embodiments of the daughterboard 124 also include a connector

230 configured to mate with a corresponding connector 240 of the cable 222.

Embodiments can include structures such as the mounting holes 242 for

mounting the daughterboard 124 in the computer 100, and mounting posts 226

for mounting the expansion board 126 on the daughterboard 124.

[0025] Figure 3 shows an exemplary block diagram of the expansion slot

adapter 200 in accordance with various embodiments. The chipset 108 provides

various expansion bus signals 302 that are driven via mainboard 102 conductors

to the expansion slot connector 112 (e.g., a PCIe connector). In a PCIe

embodiment, the signals 302 include a set of differential signals that serially

transfer data between the chipset 108 and an adapter card.



[0026] The clearance associated with the expansion slot connector 112 is

insufficient to install an expansion board 116 . To make use of the expansion slot

132, an adapter hserboard 120 configured for installation with reduced clearance

is installed in the expansion slot connector 112. The PCIe signals 302 are

provided to the adapter hserboard 120 through the PCIe expansion slot

connector 112 . Some embodiments of the adapter hserboard 120 include

drivers/receivers 232 that regenerate PCIe signals destined for and/or received

from the adapter daughterboard 124. In some embodiments, PCIe signals

(regenerated in some embodiments) are provided to a cable 222, or other

conductive medium, through a connector 238.

[0027] The adapter daughterboard 124 receives the PCIe signals transferred via

the cable 222. In some embodiments, the daughterboard 124 includes a

connector 230 that couples the cable 222 to the daughterboard 124. A expansion

board (e.g., PCIe Mini Card 126) receives the PCIe signals via connector 224 on

the adapter daughterboard 124. The PCIe Mini Card 126 uses the same

electrical specifications and protocols provided by mainboard 102 PCIe signals

302 so no conversions are required. PCIe signals provided from the

daughterboard 124 to the chipset 108 follow a reverse flow from that described

above.

[0028] Figure 4 shows a top view of an expansion slot adapter 400 in

accordance with various embodiments. The adapter includes an adapter

hserboard PCB 420 and an adapter daughterboard PCB 424. Like the hserboard

120, the hserboard 420 includes a connector 234, and may include

drivers/receivers 232. The connector 234 provides an electrical connection to the

expansion slot connector 114. The drivers/receivers 232 regenerate the

expansion bus signals.

[0029] The adapter daughterboard 424 includes an expansion card connector

224 (e.g., a PCIe Mini Card connector) for mating an expansion card (e.g., a PCIe

Mini Card 126) to the daughterboard 424.

[0030] The daughterboard 424 may be rigidly connected to the hserboard 420

by a eutectic connection (e.g., solder), by connectors, by press fitting, or by

another connecting method.



[0031] Figure 5 shows a computer system that includes an expansion slot

adapter 400 in accordance with various embodiments. The space available in the

expansion slot 134 is restricted by the obstruction 118 (e.g., the power supply of

the computer 100). To make use of the obstructed expansion slot 134, the

adapter 400 is employed. The adapter hserboard 420 is installed in the

expansion slot connector 114, and a PCIe Mini Card 126 providing a desired

function is installed on the daughterboard 424. The daughterboard 424 and the

PCIe Mini Card 126 are positioned, at least in part, outside the space provided for

the expansion slot 134. In some embodiments, the daughterboard 424 may be

mounted substantially perpendicular to the hserboard 420, though embodiments

may use any mounting angle that does not interfere with computer 100 operation.

[0032] Figure 6 shows a top view of an expansion slot adapter 600 in

accordance with various embodiments. The adapter 600 includes an adapter

hserboard PCB 620 and an adapter daughterboard PCB 624. Like the hserboard

120, the hserboard 620 includes a connector 234, and may include

drivers/receivers 232. The connector 234 provides an electrical connection to the

expansion slot connector 114. The drivers/receivers 232 regenerate the

expansion bus signals.

[0033] The adapter daughterboard 624 includes an expansion card connector

224 (e.g., a PCIe Mini Card connector) for mating an expansion card (e.g., PCIe

Mini Card 126) to the daughterboard 624.

[0034] The daughterboard 624 may be flexibly connected to the hserboard 620

by a set of pliable flat conductors 622, for example, a ribbon cable or a flexible

circuit. The flat conductors 622 may be connected to the daughterboard 624 and

the hserboard 620 by solder, connectors or any other connection method.

[0035] Figure 7 shows a computer system 100 that includes an expansion slot

adapter 600 in accordance with various embodiments. The space available in the

expansion slot 134 is restricted by the obstruction 118 (e.g., the power supply of

the computer 100). To make use of the obstructed expansion slot 134, the

adapter 600 is employed. The adapter hserboard 620 is installed in the

expansion slot connector 114, and a PCIe Mini Card 126 providing a desired

function is installed on the daughterboard 624. The daughterboard 624 and the



PCIe Mini Card 126 are positioned at a location in the computer 100 chassis

where adequate space is available.

[0036] Figure 8 shows a flow diagram for a method for using an expansion slot

adapter (e.g., 200) to access an obstructed expansion slot 132 in accordance

with various embodiments. Though depicted sequentially as a matter of

convenience, at least some of the actions shown can be performed in a different

order and/or performed in parallel. Additionally, some embodiments may perform

only some of the actions shown.

[0037] In block 802, a computer, for example, a desktop computer 100 includes

an expansion slot 132 that is obstructed and therefore unable to provide a

connection to at least some computer expansion cards 116 designed for use with

the expansion slot connector 112 (e.g., a PCIe connector). To allow use of the

expansion slot 132, an expansion slot adapter 200 may be employed. The

hserboard 120 of the adapter is installed in the obstructed computer expansion

slot 132. The hserboard 120 is dimensioned to avoid the obstruction 118, and is

configured to be mated to the expansion slot connector 112 .

[0038] In block 804, an adapter daughterboard 124 of the adapter 200 is

disposed in the computer chassis at a location outside of the obstructed

expansion slot 132. The daughterboard 124 may be configured to receive an

expansion card 126 that is compatible with the electrical signals and protocols

provided through the expansion slot connector 112, but physically incompatible

with the expansion card slot 132 and the expansion card slot connector 112 . For

example, the daughterboard 124 may be configured to accept a PCIe Mini

Card 126.

[0039] In block 806, an expansion card 126 is installed in the adapter

daughterboard 124.

[0040] In block 808, the adapter daughterboard 124 is connected to the adapter

hserboard 120. In some embodiments, a set of conductors, such as a cable 222,

etc., may be used to connect the adapter boards 120, 124.



[0041] The above discussion is meant to be illustrative of the principles and

various embodiments of the present invention. Numerous variations and

modifications will become apparent to those skilled in the art once the above

disclosure is fully appreciated. For example, while PCIe has been used to

illustrate various embodiments, other peripheral interface bus standards may also

be used. Furthermore, embodiments are not limited to any particular hserboard,

adapter daughterboard, or expansion card form factors. It is intended that the

following claims be interpreted to embrace all such variations and modifications.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A computer system, comprising:

an internal expansion slot comprising an expansion slot connector

configured to mate with a first type of peripheral expansion card;

an expansion card adapter configured to mate with the expansion slot

connector and to provide an interface to a second type of peripheral

expansion card not configured to mate with the expansion slot

connector;

wherein a portion of the expansion card adapter that provides the interface

to the second type of peripheral expansion card is disposed outside

the expansion slot.

2 . The computer system of claim 1 wherein the expansion card adapter is

configured to avoid an obstruction that prevents installation of the first type of

expansion card in the internal expansion slot.

3 . The computer system of any of the above claims, wherein the expansion

card adapter comprises:

a first connector configured to mate with the expansion slot connector; and

a second connector configured to mate with the second type of peripheral

expansion card;

wherein the first connector is disposed on a first circuit board and the

second connector is disposed on a second circuit board.

4 . The computer system of claim 3, wherein the second circuit board is

configured to be flexibly connected to the first circuit board by a set of flexible

conductors.

5 . The computer system of claims 3 or 4, wherein the second circuit board is

configured to be affixed to a chassis of the computer system.



6 . The computer system of claims 3 or 5, wherein the second circuit board is

configured to be rigidly mounted directly to the first circuit board.

7 . The computer system of any of the above claims wherein the expansion

card adapter comprises driver circuitry configured to drive signals between the

expansion slot connector and the second type of peripheral expansion card.

8 . The computer system of any of the above claims, further comprising a

peripheral expansion card of the second type coupled to the expansion card

adapter, wherein only a portion of the signals defined in an input/output

specification for the second expansion card type are provided to the peripheral

expansion card.

9 . A peripheral expansion card adapter, comprising:

a first printed circuit board ("PCB") configured to mate with a first type of

peripheral expansion card connector; and

a second PCB comprising a second type of peripheral expansion card

connector configured to mate with a peripheral expansion card that

is physically incompatible with the first type of peripheral expansion

card connector;

wherein the first PCB is configured to avoid an obstruction that prevents

installation of peripheral expansion cards in the first type of

peripheral expansion card connector.

10. The peripheral expansion card adapter of claim 9, further comprising a

cable that flexibly couples the first PCB to the second PCB.

11. The peripheral expansion card adapter of any of claims 9-1 0, wherein the

second PCB is rigidly coupled directly to the first PCB.



12. The peripheral expansion card adapter of any of claims 9-1 1, further

comprising driver circuitry that regenerates signals transmitted between the first

PCB and the second PCB.

13. The peripheral expansion card adapter of any claims 9-12, wherein the

second PCB is configured to be mounted remotely from a peripheral expansion

slot in which the first PCB is installed.

14. A method for utilizing an obstructed expansion slot of a computer,

comprising:

installing an adapter riser board configured to avoid an obstruction in the

obstructed expansion slot, the adapter riser board is configured to

mate with a connector of the expansion slot; and

connecting an adapter daughter board to the adapter riser board, the

adapter daughter board is configured to receive a peripheral

expansion card having a physical form that is incompatible with the

connector of the expansion slot.

15 . The method of claim 14, further comprising disposing the adapter daughter

board within the computer at a location outside of the obstructed slot, and

installing a peripheral expansion card on the adapter daughter board.
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